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ENG INEERING INVENTIONS. 

An improved cal' coupling has recently been 
patented by Mr. George T. Arnold, of Lancaster, Ky., 
in which a coupling bar is used, that' has a short bar 
pivoted in a slot in each of its end8, and so arranged 
that when the bar is set for coupling the short bar will 
project in the line of the coupling bar, for entering the 
Imk sockets of the draw heads. This socket has a pin 
on one of its sides and a shoulder on the other, against 
whIch, as the cars are con pled, the short piece of the 
coupling bar is turned into position to draw by a spring 
plate in the bottom of the socket. When the pin is 
pulled out, the short bar is turned into position to nn
conple by being drawn agaiust the shonlder only. A 
device for holding the pin np for self-conpling by the 
ordinary link is tripped by the link when it enters the 
socket, allowing the pin to drop. 

Mr. William E. Hill, of Big Rapids, Mich., 
has patented a device to steady saw·mill saws, and pre
vent the breaking of the saw or gnides by a sndden jar. 
The base plate of the saw-guide is bolted adjnstably to 
the mill-frame in snch a position as to receive the saw 
between the two jaws. To the plate are al"o attached 
two bearings, to receive the shaft of the guide jaws, and 
by a lever secnred to the shaft, tbe jaws can be turned 
to bring them nearer or farther from the tlmber. One 
of the jaws is adjustable, so that the space between them 
may be adapted to the thickness of the saw. On a 

hand wheel shaft, placed at right angles with the !!;uIde 
shaft, is secured an eccentric which worlUl between two 
lugs secured by jam nuts to the guide shaft. By this 
device the saw gnide may oe moved laterally in either 
direction. Between the jam nnts and the 1 ugs are in
terposed elastic washers that prevent the saw or guide 
from being broken by a sndden jar. 

A car coupling that is certain in its action, 
cheap, and durable, has been patented by Mr. William 
Hallett, of Truro, Nova Scotia. Back of the throat of 
an ordinary drawhead is a recess in which is a pawl 
that swings up when the conpling-link enters the recess, 
and drops back to a vertical position when the link has 
passed in. On the top of the dra whead, over the 
pawl, are projections whiCh are perforated for the 
passage of pins. To the lower pin the pawl is pivoted, 
and to the upper one a tnmbling weight that is con
nected to the pawl is pivoted by a small chain. The 
tumblers are of greater weight than the pawls, and 
when turned so that their center of gravity passes the 
pivot, their weight will elevate the pawls and disengage 
the coupling·links. 

Mr. Thomas F. Witherbee, of Port Henry, 
N. Y., has patented a regulator for blowing engines, by 
which a given snpply of air may be furnished to blast 
fnmaces, regardless of the steam pressure or t h e  resist
ance of the air. A piston which works in an air cylinder, 
connected to the blast pipe, is attached to the rod of a 
speed governor which controls the supply of steam to 
the englne. Weights placed upon the rod are so pro
portioned as to represent a given number of revolutions 
of the engine, and the size of the air cylinder is propor
tioned as required to vary the governor rod according 
to the variations in the air pressure. To the piston rod 
is also attached a piston which works in a steam cylin
der connected by a pipe with the steam generator, the 
steam and air cylinders being of proper relative propor
tions. In operation, if the air pressure increases, the 
pi. ton .J?f the air cylinder i" pressed down, cansing 
more steam to be admitted to the engine, and if the 
steam pre8sure increases, it causes the piston in steam 
cylinder to move up and shut off steam to the extent 
required to keep down the revolutions. 

A car coupling of great strength and dura
bility has been patented by Mr. Leslie J"ong, of Snb
lette, Ill_ The front end of the drawhead is of the 
usnal construction. Two levers that extend from the 
front to near the back end of the drawhead are pivoted 
near their middle in its npper and lower sides, and to 
their fran t ends pivoted pins that work in the pin holes 
of the drawhead. The inner ends of the pins Lend 
slightly baCkward to form hooks, and spiral springs at 
their onter ends keep the hooks pressed toward each 
other. The inner ends of the levers connect by chains 
to a windlass, whose shaft ha8 bearings in the draw
head, and at its onter end has a hand wheel by which 
the windlass is operated. 'I'he coupling bar, which has 
a donble hook at each end, is forced into the drawhead 
of the other cars between the pin hooks, which, after 
the barbed part of the conpling bar passes tbem, are 
immedia tely forced into their former places by their 
springs, preventing the coupling bar from being with
drawn. 

Messrs. William H. Stewart and Emery J. 
Chapman, of Denver, COl. , have patented a novel and 
efficient device for removing sediment from the bottom 
of holes being drilled in rock. A tnbe that is threaded, 
and has a series of notches at its lower end, has also at 
this end a series of npwardly projecting funnel shaped 
cnps. The upper end of the tube is removably at
tached to an air compressor. The tube is placed in the 
drill hole, and when the air compressons operated, the 
compressed air is forced through the lower end of the 
tube. The ajr strikes against the sediment at the bot
tom of the drill hole and carries it npward, when it falls 
back and the greater part drops hI the cups. When the 
cnps are filled the tnbe is drawn up and emptied. The 
operation is repeated until the sediment is removed. 

A coupling device, especially adapted for 
use on freight cars, has been patented by Mr. David B. 
Dnncan, of New Richmond, O .  The drawhead has its 
top and front end open, and the can piing hooks. which 
are alike, have their front edges at snch an angle as to 
ride over an abutment to connect in coupling. At the 
heel of the hook is a lateral cam that forms the abut· 
ment for t'he engagement of the opposite book. The 
heel of the hook js pivoted to the sides of the drawhead 
by a bolt from which a link is also suspended. A chain 
secnred to each hook connects it with a crank shaft 
journaled in bearings on the end of the car, and turned 
either by a lever at the SIde of the car, or by a wheel 
placed at the top of the car. When the cars are run 
together, the end of each hook rides over and engages 
with the cam on the heel of the opposite hook. 
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MECHANICAL INVENTIONS, H. Mills, of Clear Creek, Ill. The gate and posts are of 
the usual construction, and to one or both sides of the 
lower part of the forward end of the gate is� hinged a 
pawl, in such a position that its lower end will rest npon 
the ground. To an eye 011 the npper side of the pawl IS 
secured a rod, the other end of w hIch is attached to the 
forward end of a lever that is pivoted on the top of the 
gate. The hinges of the pawls are so formed tl!at the 
free end of the pawl, when it is raised, will come in con
tact with the gate before the eye to which the connect
ing rod is attached. A spfing presses the forward end 
of the lever down to hold the pawls to the ground, and 
a loop on to the gate can be swung over its rear end to 
hold the parts away from the ground when opening and 
closing the gate. 

end of one of these parts are attached two stationary 
catches that are rounded at their ends, and have slots 
on their inner edges. In the outer end of the other part 
are catche� consisting of angle plates, having short and 
long arms. From the edges of the short arms lugs pro
ject outward, that engage with the slots of the catches 
of the opposite part, and their long arms project through 
the sides of the bracelet. The catches are pressed apart 
by a spring, to engage with the catches of the other 
part of the bracelet when the parts are closed together. 

Mr. William H. Brownell, of Brooklyn, 

An invention by which a stay is provided 
for the body of a bnggy, that prevents it from swaying 
backward or forward and at the same time allows the 
body to rise and fan vertically, has been patented by 
Edwin J. Strong, of Powhattan, Ia. A bent hanger is 
bolted to the bottom of the buggy body, and near its 
lower end is pivoted at its middle a vertical compen
sating lever. To the npper end of the lever a rod is 
hinged that is pivotally secured to a brace attached to 
the front end of the reach, and to its lower end is 
hinged a rod of the same length, the onter end of which 
is jointed to an arm secured to the rear axle. As the 
box moves up and down, the opposite ends of the lever 
describe opposite. curves, and its pivotal point moves 
np and down vertically. 

An improvement in the class of breech-

Mr. Miles Robinson, of Wichita, Kan., has 
patented a corn bined drag and sulky plow, by which 
plowing and harrowing may be done at the same time. 

loading firearms, in which the dropping down of the The drag is attached to the ontside of an ordinary snlky 
barrel is made to effect the cocking of the hammers plow frame, and is so copstructed that it may be raised 
by deflecting a cocking lever, has been patented by or lowered to suit the depth of furrow tnrned by the 

Messrs. John T. Rogers & John Rogers, of Birming- plow, and it may also be swung up out of contact with 
ham, Eng. The barrels of the firearm are connected the ground, so a, not to interfere with turning or mark
by and hinged to the body by a base pin which is of the ing out the lands. When the drag is set the proper 
usnal construction and placed in the nsnal position. height from the bottom of the plow, if the plow is not 
Intermediate pressure levers are placed between the' in the ground the drag will be snspended above it, bnt 
part of the barrel beyond the base pin and the cocking when the plow enters the gronnd the drag will rest suf
devices, in snch a manner that they can be worked for ficiently upon the furrews to canse them to be tho
operating the cocking dlWice, without striking the base roughly harrowed. 

N. Y., has patented an improvement in easels by which 
the surface to be painted on can be placed in the most 
desirable position. The snpport of the easel is a fold
ing frame consisting of front standards, supporting legs, 
and notched holding pieces to prevent the frame from 
spreading. An auxiliary frame for snpporting the work 
is hinged at its lower end to the front portion of this 
frame, and corresponds with it in width and length 
above its hinges. The inner edges of the upright parts 
of the auxiliary frame are grooved, and slides which 
hold the work move np and down in these grooves. 
Notched bars pivoted to this frame engage with pins on 
the main frame to hold it in posi tion. 

A gauge for use in boring railroad ties for 
the insertion of intersecting bolts, has been patented by 
Mr. Thomus J. Bush, of Lexington, Ky. The main 
frame of the gange consis':s of two main base plates, 
upon which are npright supports and an elevated table 
placed on the supports. The nprights rest on each side 
of the rail, and have at their onter sides Ings to which 
are pivoted swinging jaws for clasping the tread of tbe 

pin or passin!!; it!< center. When the barrels are de-
____ .�.�.---_ 

pressed to open the breech in the act of loading, the 
pressure on the intermediate levers at their onter ends 
raises the opposite ends that are beneath the hammers, 
and the hammers are thus thrown back. 

....... 

AGRICULTURAL INVENTIONS. 

Mr. Phillip Smith, of Sidney, 0., has 
patented an improved earth scraper, the body of which 
is made of a sheet of steel, strnck np to form its sides, 
and an end plate is formed with flanges at its ends and 
on its bottom edge, and is secured to the sides and bot
tom of the body, by rivets. Runners are secnred on the 
bottom of the scraper by means of screws, that 
are beveled at their ends, and are concaved on their 
under side, to prevent the scraper from sliding around 
when in nse. Handles are secured to the ontside of the 
scraper by meaus of staple plates, and bolts which pass 
from the inside of the scraper, throngh the handles and 
the staple plates, and are secured by nuts on the ont
side of the plates. The draw bail is attached in any 
euitable manner. 

A convenient and cheap safety tie for cattle 
has been patented by Mr. Merrill J. Worth, of 
Wilton, N. C. A cylmdrical stanchion bar, secured at 
top and bottom, is provided with two rings tbat enci r
cle it. A metal rod of suitable size and shape has a 
loop at one end which incloses the upper of the rings, 
and the lower is formed into a hook to engage with the 
lower ring of the bar. The hook is provided with a 
sprin.1: catch. From the npper stanchion bar, a short 
arm depends that is provided with a pin npon which 
the hook of the bow is placed when the animal is let 
out of the stanchion. With this construction the ani· 
mal tied is restrained in the least possible degree. 

An invention by which ensilage in silos is 
protected from the effects of air has been patented by 

Mr. Charles H. R)berts, of Lloyd, N. Y. The door 
opening of the silo is provided with rabbets to receive 
tbe ends of the planks used to close it. A piece of 
tarred felt paper, or any fabrie impervious to air and 
moisture, is placed against the inner sides of the planks 
in snch a manner that the covering overlaps the �nds 
of the planks and also laps down on the bottom of the 
silo. The ensilage is packed against the covering as 
the silo is filled, and when it is full a cover of the fabric 
may be spread over the top and the usnal planks and 
weights placed above it. 

A cheap and economical power for running 
cot tau gins has been patented by Mr. William H. Davis, 
of Verona, Miss. An npright kingpost, journaled in a 
suitable frame, carries at its npper end a borizontal 
wheel grooved on its periphery for a rope or belt. Be
low this wheel the kingpost has arms to which animals 
are to be attached. In upright posts in front of the 
kingpost a horizontal shaft is journaled which has a 
large band pulley and a small grooved pnlley. Over 
the small pnlley the belt from the large drive wheel 
passes, and transmits motion to the shaft and large 
pulley, and from this pnlley motion is transmitted to 
the pulley of a gin or other machine by a belt. The 
main belt, as it passes between its pnlleys, is supported, 
gnided, and tightened by a system of vertical and hori
zontal rollers attached to a guide located between the 
two pnlleys. 

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 
A smoke-consuming fireplace has been pa· rail. The base plates have holes near the botlom, 

tented by Mr. Mathew Ingram, of Manchester, Eng. throngh which the boring tool passes, and at the outer 
The main combustion chamber of tbe fireplace has the edges are npward extensions to which are attached 
ordinary front bars, and a solid bottom. Below this plates in wbicb tbe boring tool rests, and that are ad
chamber is an auxiliary combnstion chamber, which justable InaU directions, to bring the tool in such posi
has a door and air valve, and is divid€d longitudinally tion that the holes in each side of the rail will have the 
by a diaphragm, which extends nearly to its door. A same inclination, and will properly intersect each 
fine leads from the main chamber to the'auxiliary cham- other. 
ber, and from thence under the diaphragm to the main A feed water heater, in which the water is 
chimney fine .. A damper.is placed in the direct dranght purified as well as heated, has been patented by Mr. above the maI� combustIOn chamber, and .IS to b� open I Robert W. Jones, of London, O. The heater is a horiwhen the fire IS started, and wh�n the chImney IS suf- ; zontal cylinder divided into two uneqnal chambers by a ficiently hot to create a draught thIS damper is closed and vertical diaphragm that is perforated near its top and the flue damperopened,and the draughtls taken through bottom. In the larger chamber are pans, one above tbe anxi�iary chamber. �his canses the pro�ncts of another, having perforated sides, and below the pans is a com,bustlOn from the mam chamber

. 
to pass IlltO the grating, all being snitably supported. The feed water enaUXIliary chamber, where they �re mIxed WIth the. mr ters this chamber through a pipe at its top, and the exf r�m the valve in the door, causmg them to burst mto hanst steam from the engine enters the end of the a ame. smaller chamber through a pipe in its npper part, and 

Mr. Carl Beseler, of New York City, has through the perfora!ons in the npper part of the dia
patented a device by which a strong light may be phragm passes into the larger, and heats the feed water 
thrown wtu the patient's month during dental opera- as it falls from one pan to another, and causing it to 
tions. The Jignt chamber is a sheet metal cylinder, deposit tbe greater portion of the lime held in solntion. 
which ha. a downwarcl. exteusion to admit the burner, 'I'hewater then flows through the lower part of the 
and an npward extension.for the escape of the prodncts diapbragm to the small chamber and, becomIng further 
of combustion. In one end of the cylinder is a con- heated, is \>iken out to the boiler. 
caved refiector, and near the other end is a convex lens A device by which the axles and boxes of 
which concentrates the rays of light from the bnrner. cars are prevented from being heated has been patented 
On the light chamber is an arm to which mirrors are by Mr. Heury Bouchard, of St. Elmo, Ala. A rotaoy 
attached, so that the light from the light chamber is fan secured to the lower face of one of the tmcks i s  
reflected npon the work t o  b e  done, and a shade placed driven b y a belt that passes over a I'nlley on one a f the 
on the forward end of the chamber protects the eyes car axles. To the nozzle of the fan is secured a rubber 
of the operator from the light. 'I'he head of the stand tube that is a ttached at its onter end to a pipe secured 
is adjnstable vertically, and is provided with a circular to the bottom of the car. From this pipe rubber tubes 
shelf for holding the dentist's tools. lead to pipes that openiuto the car axle boxes. Branch 

Mr. George C. Miller, of Johnstown, Pa., pipes also lead np from the main pipe throngh the floor 
has patented an inkstand in which the evaporation and of the car. When the car i8 in motion the fan is rotated 
thickeninir of the ink are prevented, and dust and simi_ and air forced into the car, cooling and ventilating it, 
lar matter are kept from it. Tbe inkstand may be of any' and is also forced into the axle boxes, keeping the axle 
suitable form, and is provided in its top with an aper- cool. A smallinbricating box, that has on its npper sur
ture, which is closed by a lid pivoted to the nnder side of facea semicircular bearing for the passage of the axle, 
the top, and a weight attached to the lid retains it closed. has between its lower face and the bottom of the axle 
An angnlar arm projects from the top toward the right- box springs that keep the Inbricant contained in the box 
hand side of the inkstand, and when the pen is to be in contact with the car axle. 
dipped into the ink the arm of the lid is pressed down- Mr. William F. Wellman, of Belfast, Me., 
ward by the little finger of the hand holding the pen, has patented an improved table leaf supporter that 
carrying with it the lid, and the pen is passed into the locks itself automatically when raised, and can be un
ink, but when the hand and pen are withdrawn the locked readily in case the leaf is to be lowered. One 
weight closes the lid automatically. end of a bar is pivoted to the nnder side of the Jeaf of 

Annie S. Evans, of Kingston, Can., has the table, and its opposite end is pivoted to a bar twice 
as long as this bar, the outer end of the longer bar being patented a dtvice by means of which sick and infirm 

persons may be comfortably raised and supported in 
different postures on ordinary bedsteads. The inven
tion consists of a d ivided and hinged bed bottom, to 
the under side of which braces are hinged, the lower 
ends of which are hinged upon the sideboard. The 
braces at the head of the couch may be made extensi
ble, so as to raise the head of the bed bottom higher 
than the center, so that the bottom may be nsed either 
as a chair or reclining conch. For raising or lowering 
the bed a windlass is journaled on the sideboards of 
the bed, and receives a strap connected to the cross
bars of the hinged bed. An adjustable rest is provided 
for the feet. 

Mr. Stephen S. Ward, of Greenfield, Mass., 

pivoted to the lower edge of the rail between the table 
legs. A keeper rod i, secured to the upper surface of the 
longer bar, and extends from the lower end to the mid
dle of the bar. A spiral spring is attached at its ends to 
the nllder side of the table leaf and to the keeper, on 
which it moves np and down. 'I'he joint of the long and 
short bars will pass a trifle above a right line when 
the leaf is raised, and the spring holds it in this con
dition nntil it is drawn down, when it slides along the 
keeper nntil it is at the lower end, and the leaf hangs 
down perpendicnlarly. 

A plow, in which the height and width of 
the plowshare can be adjnsted, has been patented by 
Mr. Matthew M. Beard, of Holmes Co., Miss. The has recently patented improvements in the manner of 

front shank of the plow frame has a vertical longitudi- attaching the handles to knives and forks, by which 
nal slot near its middle, and a short distance below this greater strength and durability are secured. The blade 
is a similar slot that is notched on its edges, and the of the knife is formed with two outside tangs, having at 
shank al80 has a rabbet along its outer edge. The their ends hook-shaped lngs �uming inward and back
plowshare has two apertures that correspond with the ward, and a middle tang that IS

. 
shorter, and c�mes to a 

slots in the front shank, and it also has a flange on its point a� i.ts end. The handle IS grooved on ItS edges 

edge. The plowshare is so placed npon the shank that. for recm vmg ��e outer tangs and forme(i WIth a central 

its flange -passes into the rabbet of the shank, and bolts I hole fo� the mIddle tang, and also has a cross.aper�e 

An invention to provide a means by which 
doors maybe readily raised or lowered on their sheaves 
has been patented by Mr. Isaac Somers, of Detroit., 
Mich. The sheave is inclosed in a casing formed of 
angle plates, concaved on their faces, and having flanges 
for screws, and it is journaled in a saddle that slides in 
ways on the inside of the casing. Above the ways in 
which the saddle moves is a projection, and between 
this and the upper end of the saddle a wedge is placed 
by which the sheave can be adjusted. Tbe wedge is 
moved for adjnstment by mean8 of a thumbscrew, the 
inner end of which engages with the wedge. The casing 
is let into a recess made In the lower corner of the door, 
and it is ouly necessary to tum the thumbscrew in one 
direction or the other to raise or lower the door as 

assed through the slots of the shank, and the apertures connec�mg the grooves for the outer tangs, m WhICh p 
metal IS cast to bind the hooks of the tangs firmly. of the plowshare secure them. The bolts a�e placed 
Bolstus and caps may be applied in the usnal manner. near the npper or lower ends of slots, accordmg as the . . 

share is to be adjusted higher or lower. An Improved guard for carvlDg-forks has 

A simple and effective machine for break
ing the stalks of cotton plants has been patented by Mr. 
Neill McDuffie, of Kentyre, S. C. A roller abont twelve 
inches in diameter, and of such a length as to reach 
over two rows of stalks, has near each of its ends a 
series of sharp radial blades, which arp as long as the 
width of the row. This roller is hung in a frame, so as 
to rotate a8 it is drawn over the ground. Diverging 
arms are attached to the front side of the frame, which 

the leaning stalks, in advance of and into line 
with the blades of the roller, where they are held until 
they are caught by the blades and broken. 

Mechanism for bolding gates securely in 
place when opened has been patented by Mr. William 

recently been patented by Mr. Stephen S.  Ward, of 
Greenfield, Mass. The guard piece has its end forked 
to stride the neck of the fork, and at a slight distance 
back of the point of separation is a slot. The device 
which retains the guard to the fork consists of a plate 
spring attached at one end of the neck of the fork, and 
has at its onter end a lip which takes over the bar which 
forms the bottom of the slot in the guard, and l'etains 
the guard in its closed position. When the guard i s  
raised for n s e  the end o f  th e  spring enters the slot, and 
the lip prevents the guard from slipping forward. 

An improvement in fastenings for bracelets 
and scarf rings has been patented byMr.ElijahAtkins, 
of Birmingham, Eng. The bracelet is made in two 
parts, hinged together at one end', '1'0 the onter 
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desired. 
Mr. David Grubb, of Union, Ind., has 

patented improvements in the class of wagon brakes iR 
which the brake i s  apPlied by the animal's holding 
back upon tbe tongue. A plate is secured on top of the 
rear hounds of the wagon, which supports the brake 
bar and to which it is hinged. The two ends of a for ked 
arm are secured near the ende of the brake bar, and the 
closed end of the fork connects with the rear end of the 
wagon tongne. The tongue is constrncted and arranged 
with the front honnds, so that when the horses hold back 
against it the rear end presses al(ainst the front end of 
the forked bar and operates the brake. By a pecnliar 
construction of the head of the wagon-hammer, when 
it iR turned to the rear, the tongue cannot press the 
brake, and the wagon can be backed withont applying 
the brake. 
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